Cognitive computing systems require human labeled data for evaluation, and often for training. The standard practice used in gathering this data minimizes disagreement between annotators, and we have found this results in data that fails to account for the ambiguity inherent in language. We have proposed the CrowdTruth method for collecting ground truth through crowdsourcing, that reconsiders the role of people in machine learning based on the observation that disagreement between annotators provides a useful signal for phenomena such as ambiguity in the text. We report on using this method to build an annotated data set for medical relation extraction for the cause and treat relations, and how this data performed in a supervised training experiment. We demonstrate that by modeling ambiguity, labeled data gathered from crowd workers can (1) reach the level of quality of domain experts for this task while reducing the cost, and (2) provide better training data at scale than distant supervision. We further propose and validate new weighted measures for precision, recall, and F-measure, that account for ambiguity in both human and machine performance on this task.
INTRODUCTION
Many methods for Natural Language Processing (NLP) rely on gold standard annotations, or ground truth, for the purpose of training, testing and evaluation. Understanding the role of people in machine learning is crucial in this context, as human annotation is considered the most reliable method for collecting ground truth. In clinical NLP and other difficult domains, researchers assume that expert knowledge of the field is required from annotators. This means that, aside from the monetary costs of hiring humans to label data, simply finding suitable annotators bears a big time cost. The lack of annotated datasets for training and benchmarking is considered one of the big challenges of clinical NLP [Chapman et al. 2011] .
Furthermore, the standard data labeling practice used in supervised machine learning often presents flaws. Data labeling is performed by humans, by reading text and following a set of guidelines to ensure a uniform understanding of the annotation task. It is assumed that the gold standard represents a universal and reliable model for language. However, [Schaekermann et al. 2016] and [Bayerl and Paul 2011] criticize this approach by investigating the role of inter-annotator disagreement as a possible indicator of ambiguity inherent in text. Previous experiments we performed in medical relation extraction [Aroyo and Welty 2013a] support this view by identifying two issues with the standard data labeling practice:
(1) disagreement between annotators is usually eliminated through overly prescriptive annotation guidelines, thus creating artificial data that is neither general nor reflects the ambiguity inherent in natural language, (2) the process of acquiring ground truth by working exclusively with domain experts is costly and non-scalable, both in terms of time and money.
Ambiguity in text also impacts automated processes for extracting ground truth. Specifically, in the case of relation extraction from text, distant supervision [Mintz et al. 2009; Welty et al. 2010 ] is a well-established semi-supervised method that uses pairs of entities known to be related (e.g. from a knowledge base) to select sentences from a corpus that are used as positive training examples for the relations that relate the pairs. However, this approach is also prone to generating low quality training data, as not every mention of an entity pair in a sentence means a relation is also present. The problems are further compounded when dealing with ambiguous entities, or incompleteness in the knowledge base.
To address these issues, we propose the CrowdTruth method for crowdsourcing training data for machine learning. We present an alternative approach for guiding supervised machine learning systems beyond the standard data labeling practice of a universal ground truth, by instead harnessing disagreement in crowd annotations to model the ambiguity inherent in text. We claim that, even for complex annotation tasks such as relation extraction, lack of domain expertise of the crowd is compensated by collecting a large enough set of annotations.
Previously, we studied medical relation extraction in a relatively small set of 90 sentences [Aroyo and Welty 2013b] , comparing the results from the crowd with that of two expert medical annotators. We found that disagreement within the crowd is consistent with expert inter-annotator disagreement. Furthermore, sentences that registered high disagreement tended to be vague or ambiguous when manually evaluated. In this paper, we build on these results by training a classifier for medical relation extraction with CrowdTruth data, and evaluating its performance. The goal is to show that harnessing inter-annotator disagreement results in improved performance for relation extraction classifiers. Our contributions are the following:
(1) a comparison between using annotations from crowd and from medical experts to train a relation extraction classifier, showing that, with the processing of ambiguity, classifiers trained on crowd annotations perform the same as to those trained on expert annotations; (2) a similar comparison between crowd annotations and distant supervision, showing that classifiers trained on crowd annotations perform better than those trained on distant supervision; (3) a dataset of 3,984 English sentences for medical relation extraction, centering on the cause and treat relations, that have been processed with disagreement analysis to capture ambiguity, openly available at: https://github.com/CrowdTruth/Medical-Relation-Extraction.
RELATED WORK

Medical crowdsourcing
There exists some research using crowdsourcing to collect semantic data for the medical domain. [Mortensen et al. 2013 ] use crowdsourcing to verify relation hierarchies in biomedical ontologies. On 14 relations from the SNOMED CT CORE Problem List Subset, the authors report the crowd's accuracy at 85% for identifying whether the relations were correct or not. In the field of Biomedical NLP, [Burger et al. 2012 ] used crowdsourcing to extract the gene-mutation relations in Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online (MEDLINE) abstracts. Focusing on a very specific genemutation domain, the authors report a weighted accuracy of 82% over a corpus of 250 MEDLINE abstracts. Finally, [Li et al. 2015 ] performed a study exposing ambiguities in a gold standard for drug-disease relations with crowdsourcing. They found that, over a corpus of 60 sentences, levels of crowd agreement varied in a similar manner to the levels of agreement among the original expert annotators. All of these approaches present preliminary results from experiments performed with small datasets. To our knowledge, the most extensive study of medical crowdsourcing was performed by [Zhai et al. 2013 ], who describe a method for crowdsourcing a ground truth for medical named entity recognition and entity linking. In a dataset of over 1,000 clinical trials, the authors show no statistically significant difference between the crowd and expert-generated gold standard for the task of extracting medications and their attributes. We extend these results by applying crowdsourcing to the more complex task of medical relation extraction, that prima facie seems to require more domain expertise than named entity recognition. Furthermore, we test the viability of the crowdsourced ground truth by training a classifier for relation extraction.
Crowdsourcing ground truth
Crowdsourcing ground truth has shown promising results in a variety of other domains. [Snow et al. 2008] have shown that aggregating the answers of an increasing number of unskilled crowd workers with majority vote can lead to high quality NLP training data. [Hovy et al. 2014 ] compared the crowd versus experts for the task of part-of-speech tagging. The authors also show that models trained based on crowdsourced annotation can perform just as well as expert-trained models. [Kondreddi et al. 2014 ] studied crowdsourcing for relation extraction in the general domain, comparing its efficiency to that of fully automated information extraction approaches. Their results showed the crowd was especially suited to identifying subtle formulations of relations that do not appear frequently enough to be picked up by statistical methods.
Other research for crowdsourcing ground truth includes: entity clustering and disambiguation [Lee et al. 2013] , Twitter entity extraction [Finin et al. 2010] , multilingual entity extraction and paraphrasing [Chen and Dolan 2011] , and taxonomy creation [Chilton et al. 2013] . However, all of these approaches rely on the assumption that one black-and-white gold standard must exist for every task. Disagreement between annotators is discarded by picking one answer that reflects some consensus, usually through using majority vote. The number of annotators per task is also kept low, between two and five workers, in the interest of reducing cost and eliminating disagreement. [Whitehill et al. 2009 ] and [Welinder et al. 2010] have used a latent variable model for task difficulty, as well as latent variables to measure the skill of each annotator, to optimize crowdsourcing for image labels. The novelty in our approach is to consider language ambiguity, and consequently inter-annotator disagreement, as an inherent feature of the language. Language ambiguity can be related to, but is not necessarily a direct cause of task difficulty. The metrics we employ for determining the quality of crowd answers are specifically tailored to measure ambiguity by quantifying disagreement between annotators.
Disagreement and ambiguity in crowdsourcing
In addition to our own work [Aroyo and Welty 2013a] , the role of ambiguity when building a gold standard has previously been discussed by [Lau et al. 2014] . The authors propose a method for crowdsourcing ambiguity in the grammatical correctness of text by giving workers the possibility to pick various degrees of correctness. However, inter-annotator disagreement is not discussed as a factor in measuring this ambiguity. After empirically studying part-of-speech datasets, [Plank et al. 2014] found that interannotator disagreement is consistent across domains, even across languages. Furthermore, most disagreement is indicative of debatable cases in linguistic theory, rather than faulty annotation. It is not unreasonable to assume that these findings manifest even more strongly for NLP tasks involving semantic ambiguity, such as relation extraction.
In assessing the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) benchmark, [Cheatham and Hitzler 2014] found that disagreement between annotators (both crowd and expert) is an indicator for inherent ambiguity of alignments, and that current benchmarks in ontology alignment and evaluation are not designed to model this ambiguity. [Schaekermann et al. 2016] propose a framework for dealing with uncertainty in ground truth that acknowledges the notion of ambiguity, and uses disagreement in crowdsourcing for modeling this ambiguity. To our knowledge, our work presents the first experimental results of using disagreement-aware crowdsourcing for training a machine learning system.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The goal of our experiments is to assess the quality of our disagreement-aware crowdsourced data in training a medical relation extraction model. We use a binary classifier [Wang and Fan 2014] that takes as input a set of sentences and two terms from the sentence, and returns a score reflecting the confidence of the model that a specific relation is expressed in the sentence between the terms. This manifold learning classifier was one of the first to accept weighted scores for each training instance, although it still requires a discrete positive or negative label. This property seemed to make it suitable for our experiments, as we expected the ambiguity of a sentence to impact its suitability as a training instance (in other words, we decreased the weight of training instances that exhibited ambiguity). We investigate the performance of the classifier over two medical relations: cause (between symptoms and disorders) and treat (between drugs and disorders).
The quality of the crowd data in training the classifier is evaluated in two parts: first by comparing it to the performance of an expert-trained classifier, and second with a classifier trained on distant supervision data. The training is done separately for each relation, over the same set of sentences, with different relation existence labels for crowd, expert and baseline.
Data selection
The dataset used in our experiments contains 3,984 medical sentences extracted from PubMed article abstracts. The sentences were sampled from the set collected by [Wang and Fan 2014] for training the relation extraction model that we are re-using. Wang & Fan collected the sentences with distant supervision [Mintz et al. 2009; Welty et al. 2010 ], a method that picks positive sentences from a corpus based on whether known arguments of the seed relation appear together in the sentence (e.g. the treat relation occurs between terms antibiotics and typhus, so find all sentences containing both and repeat this for all pairs of arguments that hold). The MetaMap parser [Aronson 2001 ] was used to recognize medical terms in the corpus, and the UMLS vocabulary [Bodenreider 2004] was used for mapping terms to categories, and relations to term types. The intuition of distant supervision is that since we know the terms are related, and they are in the same sentence, it is more likely that the sentence expresses a relation between them (than just any random sentence). We started with a set of 12 relations important for clinical decision making, used also by Wang & Fan. Each of these relations corresponds to a set of UMLS relations (Tab.I), as UMLS relations are sometimes overlapping in meaning (e.g. cause of and has causative agent both map to cause). The UMLS relations were used as a seed in distant supervision. We focused our efforts on the relations cause and treat. These two relations were used as a seed for distant supervision in two thirds of the sentences of our dataset (1,043 sentences for treat, 1,828 for cause). The final third of the sentences were collected using the other 10 relations as seeds, in order to make the data more heterogeneous.
To perform a comparison with expert-annotated data, we randomly sampled a set of 975 sentences from the distant supervision dataset. This set restriction was done not just due to the cost of the experts, but primarily because of their limited time and availability. To collect this data, we employed medical students, in their third year at American universities, that had just taken United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) and were waiting for their results. Each sentence was annotated by exactly one person. The annotation task consisted of deciding whether or not the UMLS seed relation discovered by distant supervision is present in the sentence for the two selected terms. The expert annotation costs are about $2.00 per sentence.
The crowdsourced annotation setup is based on our previous medical relation extraction work [Aroyo and Welty 2014] . For every sentence, the crowd was asked to decide which relations (from Tab.I) hold between the two extracted terms. The task was multiple choice, workers being able to choose more than one relation at the same time. There were also options available for cases when the medical relation was other than the ones we provided (other), and for when there was no relation between the terms (none). The crowdsourcing was run on the CrowdFlower 1 platform, with 15 workers per sentence, at a cost of $0.66 per sentence. Compared to a single expert judgment, the cost per sentence of the crowd amounted to 2/3 of the sum paid for the experts.
All of the data that we have used, together with the templates for the crowdsourcing tasks, and the crowdsourcing implementation details are available online at: https://github.com/CrowdTruth/Medical-Relation-Extraction.
CrowdTruth metrics
The crowd output was processed with the use of CrowdTruth metrics -a set of generalpurpose crowdsourcing metrics [Inel et al. 2014] , that have been successfully used to model ambiguity in annotations for relation extraction, event extraction, sounds, images, and videos [Aroyo and Welty 2014] . These metrics model ambiguity in semantic interpretation based on the triangle of reference [Ogden and Richards 1923] , with the vertices being the input sentence, the worker, and the seed relation. Ambiguity and disagreement at any of the vertices (e.g. a sentence with unclear meaning, a poor quality worker, or an unclear relation) will propagate in the system, influencing the other components. For example, if a sentence is unclear, we expect workers will be more likely to disagree with each other; if a worker is not doing a good job, we expect that worker to disagree with other workers across the majority of the sentences they worked on; and if a particular target relation is unclear, we expect workers to disagree on the application of that relation across all the sentences. By using multiple workers per sentence and requiring each worker to annotate multiple sentences, the aggregate data helps us isolate these individual signals and how they interact. Thus a high quality worker who annotates a low clarity sentence will be recognized as high quality. In our workflow, these metrics are used both to eliminate spammers, as detailed by [Aroyo and Welty 2014] , and to determine the clarity of the sentences and relations. The main concepts are:
-annotation vector: used to model the annotations of one worker for one sentence.
For each worker i submitting their solution to a task on a sentence s, the vector W s,i records their answers. If the worker selects a relation, its corresponding component would be marked with '1', and '0' otherwise. The vector has 14 components, one for each relation, as well as none and other. Multiple choices (e.g. picking multiple relations for the same sentence) are modeled by marking all corresponding vector components with '1'. -sentence vector: the main component for modeling disagreement. For every sentence s, it is computed by adding the annotation vectors for all workers on the given task: V s = i W s,i . One such vector was calculated for every sentence. -sentence-relation score: measures the ambiguity of a specific relation in a sentence with the use of cosine similarity. The higher the score, the more clearly the relation is expressed in the sentence. The sentence-relation score is computed as the cosine similarity between the sentence vector and the unit vector for the relation: srs(s, r) = cos(V s ,r), where the unit vectorr refers to a vector where the component corresponding to relation r is equal to '1', and all other components are equal to '0'. The reasoning is that the unit vectorr corresponds to the clearest representation of a relation in a sentence -i.e. when all workers agree that relation r exists between the seed terms, and all other relations do not exist. As a cosine similarity, these scores are in the [0, 1] interval. Tab.II shows the transformation of sentence vectors to the sentence-relation scores and then to the training scores using the threshold below. -sentence-relation score threshold: a fixed value in the interval [0, 1] used to differentiate between a negative and a positive label for a relation in a sentence. Given a value t for the threshold, all sentences with a sentence-relation score less than t get a negative label, and the ones with a score greater or equal to t are positive. The results section compares the performance of the crowd at different threshold values. This threshold was necessary because our classifier required either a positive or negative label for each training example. Therefore, the sentence-relation scores must be re-scaled in the [−1, 0] interval for negative labels. An example of how the crowd scores for training the model were calculated is given in Tab.II.
Training the model
The sentences together with the relation annotations were then used to train a manifold model for relation extraction [Wang and Fan 2014] . This model was developed for the medical domain, and tested for the relation set that we employ. It is trained per individual relation, by feeding it both positive and negative data. It offers support for both discrete labels, and real values for weighting the confidence of the training data entries, with positive values in (0, 1], and negative values in [−1, 0). Using this system, we train several models using five-fold cross validation, in order to assess the performance of the crowd dataset. The training was done separately for the treat and cause relations. For each relation, we constructed four datasets, with the same sentences and term pairs, but with different labels for whether or not the relation is present in the sentence:
(1) baseline: The distant supervision data is used to provide discrete (positive or negative) labels on each sentence -i.e. if a sentence contains two terms known (in UMLS) to be related by treats, the sentence is considered positive. Distant supervision does not extract negative examples, so in order to generate a negative set for one relation, we use positive examples for the other (non-overlapping) relations shown in Tab. I. This dataset constitutes the baseline against which all other datasets are tested. (2) expert: Discrete labels based on an expert's judgment as to whether the baseline label is correct. The experts do not generate judgments for all combinations of sentences and relations -for each sentence, the annotator decides on the seed relation extracted with distant supervision. Similarly to the baseline data, we reuse positive examples from the other relations to increase the number of negative examples. 
(3) single: Discrete labels for every sentence are taken from one randomly selected crowd worker who annotated the sentence. This data simulates the traditional single annotator setting common in annotation environments. (4) crowd: Weighted labels for every sentence are based on the CrowdTruth sentencerelation score. Labels are separated into a positive and negative set based on the sentence-relation score threshold, and negative labels are rescaled in the [−1, 0] interval. An example of how the scores were processed is given in Tab.II.
For each relation, two experiments were run. First, we performed a comparison between the crowd and expert datasets by training a model using the subset of sentences that also has expert annotations. In total there are 975 unique sentences in this set. After we were able to determine the quality of the crowd data, we performed a second experiment comparing the performance of the classifier when trained with the crowd and baseline annotations from the full set of 3,984 sentences.
Evaluation data
In order for a meaningful comparison between the crowd and expert models, the evaluation set needs to be carefully vetted. For each of the relations, we started by selecting the positive/negative threshold for sentence-relation score such that the crowd agrees the most with the experts. We assume that, if both the expert and the crowd agree that a sentence is either a positive or negative example, it can automatically be used as part of the test set. Such a sentence was labeled with the expert score.
The interesting cases appear when crowd and expert disagree. To ensure a fair comparison, our team adjudicated each of them to decide whether or not the relation is present in the sentence. The sentences where no decision could be reached were subsequently removed from the evaluation. There were 32 such sentences for cause (18 with negative expert labels, and 14 with positive), and 15 for treat (all for positive expert labels). Table V in the Appendix shows some example sentences that were removed from the evaluation set. This set constitutes of confusing and ambiguous sentences that our team could not agree on. Often these sentences contained a vague association between the two terms, but the relation was too broad to label it as a positive classification example. However, because a relation is nevertheless present, these sentences cannot be labeled as negative examples either. Eliminating these sentences is a disadvantage to a system like ours which was motivated specifically by the need to handle such cases, however the scientific community still only recognizes discrete measures such as precision and recall, and we felt it only fair to eliminate the cases where we could not agree on the correct way to map ambiguity into a discrete score.
For evaluation, we selected sentences through 5-fold cross-validation, but we obviously only used the test labels when a partition was chosen to be test. For the second evaluation over 3,984 sentences, we again selected test sets using cross-validation over the sentences with expert annotation, adding the unselected sentences with their training labels to the training set. This allows us to directly compare the learning curves between the 975 and 3,984 sentences experiments. The scores reported are the mean over the cross-validation runs.
CrowdTruth-weighted evaluation
We also explored how to incorporate CrowdTruth into the evaluation process. The reasoning of our approach is that the ambiguity of a sentence should also be accounted for in the evaluation -i.e. sentences that do not clearly express a relation should not count for as much as clear sentences. In this case, the sentence-relation score gives a real-valued score that measures the degree to which a particular sentence expresses a particular relation between two terms. Therefore, we propose a set of evaluation metrics that have been weighted with the sentence-relation score for a given relation. The metrics have been previously tested on a subset of our ground truth data, as detailed in [Dumitrache et al. 2015] .
We collect true and false positives and negatives in the standard way, such that tp(s) = 1 iff s is a true positive, and 0 otherwise, similarly for f p, tn, f n. The positive sentences (i.e true positive and false negative labels) are weighted with the sentencerelation score srs(s) for the given sentence-relation pair, i.e. how likely it is that the relation is expressed in the sentence. Negative sentences (true negative and false positive labels) are weighted with 1 − srs(s), how likely it is that that the sentence does not express the relation. Based on this, we define the following metrics to be used in the evaluation: -weighted precision: Where normally P = tp/(tp + f p), weighted precision
; -weighted recall: Where normally R = tp/(tp + f n), weighted recall
-weighted F-measure: Is the harmonic mean of weighted precision and recall:
RESULTS
CrowdTruth vs. medical experts
In the first experiment, we compare the quality of the crowd with expert annotations over the sentences that have been also annotated by experts. We start by comparing the crowd and expert labels to the adjudicated test labels on each sentence, without training a classifier, computing an F1 score that measures the annotation quality of each set, shown in Fig.1 & 2 . Since the baseline, expert, and single sets are binary decisions, they appear as horizontal lines, whereas the crowd annotations are shown at different sentence-relation score thresholds. For both relations, the crowd labels have the highest annotation quality F1 scores, 0.907 for the cause relation, and 0.966 for treat. The expert data is close behind, with an F1 score of 0.844 for cause and 0.912 for treat. To calculate the statistical significance of the results, we used McNemar's test [McNemar 1947 ] over paired nominal data, by constructing a contingency table from the binary classification results (i.e. correct or incorrect classification) of paired datasets (e.g. crowd and expert). This difference between crowd and expert is not significant for cause (p > 0.5, χ 2 = 0.034), and significant for treat (p = 0.002, χ 2 = 5.127). The sentence -relation score threshold for the best annotation quality F1 is also the threshold where the highest agreement between crowd and expert occurs (Fig.3 & 4) . Next we compare the quality of the crowd and expert annotations by training the relation extraction model using each dataset. For the cause relation, the results of the evaluation (Fig.5) show the best performance for the crowd-trained model when the sentence-relation threshold is 0.5. Trained with this data, the classifier model achieves an F1 score of 0.642, compared to the expert-trained model which reaches 0.638. The difference is statistically significant with p = 0.016 (χ 2 = 5.789). Tab.III shows the full results of the evaluation, together with the results of the CrowdTruth weighted metrics (P', R', F1'). In all cases, the F1' score is greater than F1, indicating that ambiguous sentences have a strong impact on the performance of the classifier. Weighted P' and R' also have higher values in comparison with simple precision and recall. For the treat relation, the results of the evaluation (Fig.6) shows baseline as having the best performance, at an F1 score of 0.856. The crowd dataset, with an F1 score of 0.854, still out-performs the expert, scoring at 0.832. These three scores are not, however, significantly different (p > 0.5, χ 2 = 0.453), as there are so few actual pairwise differences (a consequence of the higher scores and the size of the dataset).
For both cause and treat relations, the single annotator dataset performed the worst. It is also worth noting that the sentence -relation score threshold for the best classifier performance (0.5 for both relations) is different from the threshold for best annotation quality, and highest agreement with expert (0.7 for cause and 0.6 for treat, Fig.1 & 2) .
Finally, we checked whether the number of workers per task was sufficient to produce a stable sentence-relation score. We did this in two ways, first by measuring the cosine distance between the sentence vectors at each incremental number of workers (Fig. 7) , and second by measuring the annotation quality F1 score for treat and cause, combined using the micro-averaged method (i.e. adding up the individual true positives, false positives etc.), against the number of workers annotating each sentence (Fig. 8) . For both plots, the workers were added in the order that they submitted their results on the crowdsourcing platform. Based on these results, we decided to ensure that each sentence has been annotated by at least 10 workers after spam removal. The plot of the mean cosine distance between sentence vectors before and after adding the latest worker shows that the sentence vector is stable at 10 workers. The annotation quality F1 score per total number of workers plot appears less stable in general, with a peak at 12 workers, and a subsequent drop due to sparse data -only 149 sentences had 15 or more total workers. However, after 10 workers there are no significant increases in the annotation quality. While it can be argued that both plots stabilize for a lower number of workers, we picked 10 as a threshold because it gives some room for improvement for sentences that might need more workers before getting a stable score, while still being economical. (Fig.1&2) , per number of workers.
CrowdTruth vs. distant supervision
Distant supervision is a widely used technique in NLP, because its obvious flaws can be overcome at scale. We did not have enough time with the experts to gather a larger dataset from them, but the crowd is always available, so after we determined that the performance of the crowd matched the medical experts, we extended the experiments to 3,984 sentences. The crowd dataset in this experiment uses a fixed sentence-relation score threshold equal to 0.5, since this is the value where the crowd performed the best in the previous experiment, for both of the relations. As in the previous experiment, we employed five-fold cross validation to train the model. The test sets were kept the same as in the previous experiment, using the test partition labels as a gold standard. The goal was to compare the crowd to the distant supervision baseline, while scaling the number of training examples, until achieving a stable learning curve in the F1 score. Since the single annotator dataset performed badly in the initial experiment, it was dropped from this analysis. The full results of the experiment are available in Tab.IV.
For both relations, the crowd consistently performs better than the baseline. In the case of the cause relation, crowd and baseline perform closer to each other, with an (Fig.9) show both datasets achieve stable performance.
For the treat relation, the crowd scores an F1 of 0.88, while baseline scores 0.736, with p = 1.39 × 10 −10 significance, and χ 2 = 41.176. The learning curves (Fig.10) show that, while baseline out-performed crowd when training with less than 1,000 sentences, crowd performance became stable after 1,000, while baseline went down, significantly increasing the gap between the two datasets.
The gap in performance is also present in the weighted F1' metrics. As is the case in the previous experiment, the F1' scores higher than the regular F1 score for both crowd and baseline. The only weighted metric that does not increase is the baseline recall. This is also the only metric by which the baseline model performed better than the crowd.
DISCUSSION
CrowdTruth vs. medical experts
Our first goal was to demonstrate that, like the crowdsourced medical entity recognition work by [Zhai et al. 2013] , the CrowdTruth approach of having multiple annotators with precise quality scores can be harnessed to create gold standard data with a quality that rivals annotated data created by medical experts. Our results show this clearly, in fact with slight improvements, with a sizable dataset (975 sentences) on a problem (relation extraction) that prima facie seems to require more domain expertise (than entity recognition).
The most interesting result of the first experiment is that the sentence-relation score threshold that gives the best F1 score is the same for both cause (Fig.5) and treat (Fig.6 ) relations, at a value of 0.5. This shows that ambiguous data is indeed valuable in training of clinical NLP models, and that being too strict with what constitutes a positive (or negative) training example produces flawed ground truth data. It is also worth noting that the single crowd annotator performs the worst for each of the relations. This could be further indication that the crowd can only achieve quality when accounting for the choices of multiple annotators, and further calls into question the standard practice of using only one annotator per example.
A curious aspect of the results is that the sentence-relation score threshold that gives the highest annotation quality F1 score (i.e. F1 score calculated directly over the test data, without training the model), shown in Fig.1 & 2 , is different from the best threshold for classifier performance (Fig.5 & 6) . It is the lower threshold (equal to 0.5) that results in the best model. This is most likely due to the higher recall of the lower threshold, which exposes the classifier to more positive examples. F-score is the harmonic mean between precision and recall, and does not necessarily represent the best trade-off between them, as this experiment shows for annotation quality. Indeed F-score may not be the best trade-off between precision and recall for the classifier, either, but it is the most widely accepted and reported metric for relation extraction. Note also that for both relations, the annotation quality at the 0.5 threshold is comparable or better than expert annotation quality.
The fact that the experts performed slightly worse than the single crowd annotator on the treat annotation quality (Fig.2) is also a surprising finding. Although the difference is too small to draw significant conclusions from, it indicates that the treat relation was easier to interpret by the crowd and generated less disagreement -the single annotator had a better performance for treat than for cause also in the model evaluation (Fig.6 ). This result also shows that the experts we employed were fallible, and made mistakes when annotating the data. A better approach to gather the expert annotations would be to ask several experts per sentence, to account for the failures in a single person's interpretations.
In our error analysis of the annotation quality, we found that (as Figs. 1 & 2 show) experts and the crowd both make errors, but of different kinds. Experts tend to see relations that they know hold as being expressed in sentences, when they are not. For example, in, "He was the first to describe the relation between Hemophelia and Hemophilic Arthropathy," experts labeled the sentence as expressing the cause relation, since they know Hemophelia causes Hemophilic Arthropathy. Thus they are particularly prone to errors in sentences selected by distant supervision, since that is the selection criterion. Table VI from the Appendix shows more such examples. Crowd workers, on the other hand, were more easily fooled by sentences that expressed one of the target relations, but not between the selected arguments. For example, in "Influenza treatments such as antivirals and antibiotics are sometimes recommended," some crowd workers will label the sentence with treats, even though we are looking for the relation between antivirals and antibiotics. More such examples are shown in Table VII from the Appendix. The crowd achieves overall higher annotation quality due to redundancy, over the set of 15 workers, it is unlikely they will all make the same mistake.
In Figs. 7 & 8 we observe that we need at least 10 workers to get a stable crowd score. This result goes against the general practice for building a ground truth, where per task there usually are 1 to 5 annotators. Based on our results, we believe that the general practice is not applicable for the use case of medical relation extraction, and should perhaps be reconsidered for other annotation use cases where ambiguity can be present, as outside of a few clear cases, the input of more annotators per task can be very useful at indicating the ambiguities inherent in language, as well as all other interpretation tasks (e.g. images, audio, event processing, etc.). Even with this added requirement, we found that crowd data is still cheaper to acquire than annotation from medical experts, as the crowd is both cheap (the cost of the crowd was 2 3 that of the expert) and always available via dedicated crowdsourcing platforms like CrowdFlower.
A bottleneck in this analysis is the availability of expert annotations -we did not have the resources to collect a larger expert dataset, and this indeed is the main reason to consider crowdsourcing. In this context, the real value of distant supervision is that large amounts of data can be gathered rather easily and cheaply, since humans are not involved. Therefore, the goal of the second experiment was to explore the tradeoff between quality and cost of crowdsourcing compared to distant supervision, while scaling up the model to reach its maximum performance.
CrowdTruth vs. distant supervision
The results for both relations (Fig.9 & Fig.10) show that the crowd does out-perform the distant supervision baseline after the learning curves have stabilized, thus justifying its cost. From this we infer that not only is the crowd generating higher quality data than the automated baseline, but training the model with weights, as opposed to binary labels, does have a positive impact on the performance of the model.
The results of the CrowdTruth weighted F1' consistently scored above the simple F1, for both baseline and crowd over both relations. This consolidates our assumption that ambiguity does have an impact on classifier performance, and weighting test data with ambiguity can account for this hidden variable in the evaluation.
The only weighted metric without a score increase is the baseline R' for the cause relation (see Tab.IV). Recall is also the only un-weighted metric for which the cause baseline model performed better than the crowd. Recall is inversely proportional to the number of false negatives, indicating that distant supervision, for this relation, is finding more positives at the expense of incorrectly labeling some of them. This appears to be a consequence of how the model performs its training -one of the features it learns is the UMLS type of the terms. For the cause relation, it seems that term types are often enough to accurately classify a positive example (e.g. an anatomical component will rarely be the effect of a causal relation).
Over-fitting on term types classification could also be the reason that baseline performs better than the crowd in the initial experiment for treat (Tab.III), where recall for baseline is unusually high. treat is also a relation that appears to favor a high recall approach -there are very few negative examples where the type constraint of the terms (drug -disease) is satisfied. In previous work [Aroyo and Welty 2014] we observed that treat generates less ambiguity than cause, which explains why treat has overall higher F1 scores than cause in all datasets. However, the high F1 scores could also make the models for treat more sensitive to confusion from ambiguous examples, as a small number of confusing sentences would be enough to decrease such a high performance. Indeed, as more (potentially ambiguous) examples appear in the training set, both the F1 and the recall of the baseline for treat drop, while the crowd scores remain consistent (Fig.10) . This result emphasizes the importance of weighting training data with ambiguity, as a few ambiguous examples seem to have a strong impact in generating false negatives during classification.
Our experiment has two limitations: (1) because of the limited availability of domain experts, we could not collect more than one expert judgment per sentence, and (2) because the model used classifies data with either a positive or a negative label, we removed the examples from the evaluation set that could not fit into either label. We expect that adding more expert annotators per sentence will result in better quality annotations. However, disagreement will likely still be present -as indicated by our previous work [Aroyo and Welty 2013a ] on a set of 90 sentences, two experts agreed only 30% of the time over what the correct relation is. Future work could explore whether disagreement between experts is consistent with the crowd disagreement. The second limitation lies with evaluation measures such as precision and recall that require discrete labels, which are the standard for classification models. The CrowdTruth method was designed specifically to represent ambiguous cases that are more difficult to fit into a positive or negative label, but to evaluate it in comparison with discrete data, we had to use the standard metrics. Now that we have shown the quality of the crowd data, it can be used to perform more detailed evaluations that take ambiguity into account through the use of weighted precision, recall and F1.
CONCLUSION
The standard data labeling practice used in supervised machine learning attempts to minimize disagreement between annotators, and therefore fails to model the ambiguity inherent in language. We propose the CrowdTruth method for collecting ground truth through crowdsourcing, that reconsiders the role of people in machine learning based on the observation that disagreement between annotators can signal ambiguity in the text.
In this work, we used CrowdTruth to build a gold standard of 3,984 sentences for medical relation extraction, focusing on the cause and treat relations, and used the crowd data to train a classification model. We have shown that, with the processing of ambiguity, the crowd performs just as well as medical experts in terms of the quality and efficacy of annotations, while being cheaper and more readily available. In addition, our results show that, when the model reaches maximum performance after training, the crowd also performs better than distant supervision. Finally, we introduced and validated new weighted measures for precision, recall, and F-measure, that account for ambiguity in both human and machine performance on this task. These results encourage us to continue our experiments by replicating this methodology for an increasing set of relations in the medical domain. The 1 placebo controlled trial that found black cohosh to be effective for hot flashes did not find estrogen to be effective, which casts doubt on the study's validity.
A. EXAMPLE SENTENCES FROM THE EVALUATION SET
treat 0.73 -1
Graft Versus Host Disease (GVHD) Prophylaxis was methotrexate (1 patient), cyclosporine (2 patients), methotrexate + cyclosporine (3 patients), cyclosporine + physical removal of T cells (2 patients). To determine whether late asthmatic reactions and the associated increase in airway responsiveness induced by toluene diisocyate (TDI) are linked to airway inflammation we investigated whether they are inhibited by Prednisone.
treat 0.52 -1
In one group of four pigs sensitive to Malignant Hyperthermia (MHS) a dose response to intravenous Dantrolene was determined by quantitation of toe twitch tension.. treat -0.575 1 Deficiency diseases include night blindness and keratomalacia (caused by lack of vitamin A); beriberi and polyneuritis (lack of thiamine); pellagra (lack of niacin); scurvy (lack of vitamin C); rickets and osteomalacia (lack of vitamin D); pernicious anemia (lack of gastric intrinsic factor and vitamin B 12.
treat -1 1
